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CHAPTER - VII 

 

The Social Movements: Socio – Political Upsurge 

of the Minor Ethnic Communities 

 

The social feature of North Bengal is apart from the rest of Bengal. It 

generally consists of some Hindu sub-castes and minor ethnic communities. The 

majority of people of North Bengal are Rajbanshis. It is really interesting to note 

that the people of various castes, being an integral part of Bengal society, did not 

accept the ‘varna’ system. They were deprived of their social position. They had 

no dignity like the other castes. These deprived social groups had tried to promote 

their condition in the society. On the eve of the 20th century different social groups 

of North Bengal engaged themselves in a number of socio-political movements. 

The Rajbanshis were the fore-fathers with regard to this movement in North 

Bengal. Afterwards, several movements like Santal movement of Maldah district 

(1924-32), movement of Rabhas for raising the position of Hinduism, Chain 

movement in Maldah and also the movement of TASO etc. took  place.  

Santals 

The term Santal has originated from Sanskrit word–Simantapal. It means 

the protector of border. This word was known as simantapaul in medieval age and 

later it has transformed into Santal. 

Among the Non- Muslim agriculturists, the name of Santal comes at first. 

They are divided into four sections- Christian, Hindu, Khedroar and Santal. 

The Santals of the Barind tract in eastern Malda district were engaged 

themselves in a rebellion between 1924 and 1932.In 1924 an anti-landlord tenant 

agitation had spread in Maldah. A large number of Santals were involved in it. The 

most important feature of this upsurge was that ‘leaders of the Swaraj movement 

supported the tenants.1The leader of this movement was Jitu Chotka or Jitu Santal. 

He was the inhabitant of Kochakandar village land and very much closed to the 
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Swarajists. The Swarjists had sent them to the Faridpur Congress to have 

instructions about the art of popular agitation.2 The Swarajists were very much 

interested in taking untouchables and aboriginals into the Hindu fold through 

Shuddhi and social reform. Kashishwar Chakraborty, one of the Swarajists was 

that type of person. He was a pleader of the neighbouring district, Dinajpur. He 

had begun to travel Maldah from 1925 and made his disciples Jitu and Arjun 

Santal who spread his motto at Habibpur, Bamongola and Gajole thanas in the 

Barind. Kashishwar Chakraborty was named as Sanyasi-baba. He and his disciple 

Jitu had formed a ‘Sanyasidal’.  They had defied police orders, performed 

Kalipuja and thereby proclaimed its new Hindu status.3 

By 1926, Jitu had begun to work as a supreme leader of a wide spread 

protest movement converting the Santals into Hindus. They gave up their tribal 

identity by renouncing the use of pigs and fowls.  It was an action in order to raise 

them to the status of the intermediate castes of ‘Jal-Chal’ Hindus, from whom the 

higher castes would take a drink of water without fear of Pollution. The Santals 

had acknowledged Jitu as their sovereign authority, abided by his justice and paid 

one Kula (about five seers) of Paddy to him instead of paying rent to the 

Zaminders. It was anticipated that this not only would bring an end of their tribal 

identity, but also the adhiars or Share-cropper status.  ‘Those who cultivate in adhi 

from another will get the land’, it was declared. 

There was a rumour all over the Barind area that ‘Jitu’s Raj’ was to be 

come in early spring that year.  Jitu Said that he would go to the ‘Gar’ at Pandua, 

that all would go with him there and that from there the ‘Larai’ would begin, 

which is to drive out Muhammadans and other who do not join them4. 

Jitu gave an instruction to the Santal adhibasi in 1928 to take the bhadhoi 

crop from the land tracts of Gazole – Bamongola and Habibpur thana area.  A 

promise was given by them that they will come now under the coming settlement 

records as tenants and not as adhiars.  Several cases of paddy looting were 

followed there and about 150 armed santals looted the whole crop from a six-

bigha plot. The district magistrate and the superintendent had arrested Jitu after a 
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number5of clashes. All the santals who were arrested, were ‘reformed Hindu’. This 

fact created stimulation among the middle class Hindus of Maldah Town.6 

Jitu was engaged in his last larai on 3rd December, 1932. In that year, the 

Zamindar of Kotwali of Malda District demanded 2/3 crops from Santal 

Bargadars. The Mahajans of the village availed themselves of the opportunity. The 

Bargadars had to take credit from these Mahajans as they could not produce crops 

at their own cost. The Mahajans had also augmented the rate of interests. The 

Santal Krishaks were reluctant to give taxes at high rate. So they were uprooted 

from the land and the land was distributed among new Bargadars. The Santal 

Krishaks began to unite themselves. They gathered at Bansihari village of 

Dinajpur and took a pledge to start larai against Zamindari oppression of Kotawali 

under the leadership of Jitu.7  

In the meantime a tiny incident took place. The Santals gathered to perform 

Kalipuja near Adina mosque. But the District Magistrate of the then period gave 

order to stop the puja without any cause. But violating this order the Santals had 

performed Kalipuja. As a result, Jitu’s assistant –Arjun Santal was arrested. An 

order for arresting Jitu was also declared. This event made the Santals impatient. 

They, under the leadership of Jitu and Saghu, looted the house and gola of paddy 

of Kotawali Zamindar. They also attacked the property of rural Mahajans. The 

Santal revolt had spread in wide areas belonging to a greater part of Dinajpur and 

Maldah.8  

A large band of Santals who were recently converted to Hindusim, had 

gone to the historic city of Pandua. They had captured the ruins of the Adina 

Mosque and transformed the Mosque into a temple with a view to conducting 

there a debased form of ‘Hindu worship’. Jitu calling himself Gandhi declared the 

end of British Raj and from the mosque he announced his own government.9        

A fierce battle took place between his men and a large number of armed 

police. The police opened fire after the Santals. They had refused to come out. Jitu 

himself including three santals were shot dead. On the other hand a constable was 

murdered by a poisoned arrow.10 with the death of their leader, the revolt came to 
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an end in the Barind and this event also made Jitu into something of a district 

legend. The calendar of Events of Local Importance mentioned ‘the murder of Jitu 

Santal at Adina’ as an important land mark for the year, 1932.11 

After the tribal protest movement, the authorities had appointed a special 

officer for Barind in June 1933 to mitigate conditions. In this respect an enquiry, in 

the year of 1945-46 was done. According to this enquiry, the Santals in the 

Habibpur, Bamongola and Gazole area had remained share croppers and their 

livelihood did not rise above the maximum subsistence level.12  

At the initial stage of their movement Jitu relied very much upon religion 

so that the illiterate and ignorant lower caste people could only be aware of the 

language of religion. Jitu perhaps understood it fully if the Santals could give up 

their old religious faiths and social customs, and establish a religion and society of 

their own, they would be able to be victorious over their rival known as Dikhu. It 

would subsequently help them to oust Dikhu and establish their authority. But, in 

the later period, the impact of religion on Jitu’s movement became weak.13 

Jitu himself had no land. The hostility had grown when the headman 

complained against his activities14 indicating that he was still called as a usurper. 

He depended upon the rumours that spread regarding his struggle. His charisma 

was very much connected with Gandhi and the National Movement. His campaign 

was continued against the existence of the British Government. In this respect 

there was no difference between the Santal Movement and other anti-colonial and 

tribal movements that followed against the British Government. Thus it was 

declared “The rail will stop and our bows and arrows will carry three kos and the 

guns of the English will not fire.”15 In other word the Santals had believed that all 

the strong weapons of the English (the trains and the guns) would be powerless. 

In 1928, Jitu paved the path of movement which aimed at termination of 

the payment of tax. The zaminders of the Barind area had augmented the rate of 

tax day in and day out. Though some sporadic attempts were made against the 

high rate of taxation, Jitu for the first time, made a united effort against it and this 

anti-taxation movement gave birth to a resistance of upsurge among the Santals. 
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The Santals movement under its mythological leader-Jitu Santal was an 

epoch making event in the history of Bengal. On the one hand, the movement had 

tried to save the poor peasants from the bondage of feudal lords16 which ultimately 

took the shape of anti-British movement. On the other hand, the 1926 and 1932 

phases of the movement, seemed, a refusal of the Santal identity in an endeavor to 

lift up their status through unification with the Hindu society that had always 

exploited them.17  

Jitu’s struggle also ended in a battle symbolically which reminds us of the 

struggle of Birsa Munda.18 Denying the political training that had been given to 

them by external leaders, denying even the aims of his own struggle, the Santals 

thus took revenge upon his indigenous code of belief. His awareness of national 

politics--is that of Hindu communalism or that of the Gandhian Congress was 

eventually organized by this code. The force of the Gandhian movement lay in a 

nutshell. For many subaltern groups, its aims and methods were broad and 

accommodating enough to fit in with their own particular modes of struggle. 

‘Ramrajya’ was for them a statefull of any number of millennium possibilities and 

Gandhi’s messianic role could be made to confirm to a tradition of grass roots 

leadership with similar functions and aims, so that the use of the spinning wheel or 

the manufacture of salt as means of advancing the nationalist cause could be seen 

as ritual or symbolic acts necessary for world transformation. Thus the broader 

National Movement had supplied suitable context in which many tribal 

communities like the Santals could continue their larai in the way of their own 

culture in order to achieve their own political ends.19  

Chhatrisha Movement (1922-23) 

A non-violent movement was started in some tracts of North Bengal. The 

movement had spread comprehensively in the district of Dinajpur under the 

leadership of local congress leaders. The movement was known as the ‘Chhatrisha 

Movement’. The aim of this movement was to agitate against the landlords’ 

oppression.20 At Balurghat, the leadership was given to Sri Suresh Chandra 

Bagchi, Sureshranjan Chottopadhyay and Amiruddin Chowdhury. They were all 

Congress leaders of the area.  
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 The movement took serious step to interior villages like Tapan, Agradugan, 

Moradanga etc. The eminent Congress leaders of this movement were Bhagabati 

of Tapan, Latu Mahammad of Agradugun, Pitambar Mandal of Tepukhuria, 

Fulchand Mandal of Moradanga etc. The movement had a secular character. The 

leaders wanted to transform the movement into a mass movement in the area with 

the help of peasants who established a village committee with a view to protecting 

the interest of the farmers. The village committees took the role of an arbitrator in 

land disputes and made social boycott of persons who opposed the verdict.21 

 The Chhatrisha movement was an important phase in the history of 

Dinajpur. It started in the year 1922-23 and was continued up to the passing of 

Bengal Tenancy Amendment Act. 

 The name ‘Chhatrisha’ originated from the word ‘Chhatrisha’ (thirty six). 

About thirty six traditional castes of Bengal were involved in this movement.22  

Rabha 

Before the birth of Jesus Christ one type of tribe came through Tibbat and 

Burma from China. They were called Rabha. The Rabhas live not only in North 

Bengal, but also in Assam, Garo hill and Meghalaya. They are a Mongolian race 

and are divided into two types – Regional and Ethnic. Particularly they are the 

inhabitants of Jalpaiguri and Coochbehar. From this point of view they are deeply 

influenced by Rajbanshi-culture. Like them, the Rabhas tried their best to improve 

their social position in many ways. 

The social reform movement of Rabhas had begun in two stages, the 

movement of the first stage started in 1930. The background of the movement of 

1930 was that the Rabha people were excluded from the Harisabha of Bharoa 

village. It was located at Tufanganj Sub-division of Coochbehar. The Rabhas did 

not get permission to enter into the Harisabha. It created agitation among the 

Rabhas. Bhabendra Narayan Chowdhury – a hermit had remarked that the Rabhas 

were the Hindus and they had right to perform all Hindu divine rites. In 1934 he 

had emphasized on the purification of the Rabhas.23  
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The Rabhas were much impressed by the Kshatriyaisation of the 

Rajbanshis during the early forties of the 20th century and also started an agitation 

for improving their position ‘to get equal social rank as that of the Hindu caste like 

the Rajbanshis. “To obtain the higher social position they would leave grazing of 

pig and fowl willingly. They would also leave their Rabha title and use ‘Das, it 

was also determined. 

An Assembly of the Rabhas was held at the campus of Bharoa primary 

school for their purification. More than one hundred Rabhas had participated 

there. Some Rajbanshis were also present. The Rabhas abstained themselves from 

grazing of pigs and fowls. It had an adverse impact on the economic status of the 

Rajbanshis. They had requested the Rabhas not to abstain from grazing of pigs and 

fowls. They also advised the Rabhas to go back to their previous religion and they 

did the same within two years.24     

The Rabhas had to face several problems after elevating themselves to the 

rank of the Hindus. Some constructive Rabha people of Barasalbari and 

Kamakshaguri had refused to accept the newly converted-Hindu Rabha in their 

society. The Rajbanshis also did not treat them as Hindus. Caste Hindus also 

refused to drink water from the Rabhas. So the Rabhas again introduced their 

rituals and customs in their society and their movement came to an end for that 

time.  

In 1940, the second phase of their movement had begun. Sri Dhaneswar 

Bhattacharya –a teacher of Bhatibari village of Alipurduar took an ardent attempt 

to convert them into Hinduism. At the same time the Christian Missionaries tried 

whole –heartedly to convert the Rabhas to Christianity. In order to protect them 

from the hand of Christian missionaries Sri Bhattacharya met the then Pandit 

Madan Kumar Smritiratna of the Coochbehar Raj family. He suggested that the 

Rabhas might be regarded as Hindus but they had to embrace Hinduism for 

expiation. The Rabhas had accepted his opinion. Sri Bhattacharya had performed 

‘Jojna’ in different areas for the purification of the Rabhas. A large number of 

Rabhas of Barasalbari of Tufangunj Sub-division of Coochbehar and also from 

Madhyamansi, Daldali, Hemaguri regions of Alipurduar thana of Jalpaiguri 
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district became Hindu after expiation. The people who were the priests of this 

movement were German Rabha, Bholanath Rabha, Barburam Rabha, Hanuman 

Rabha etc. With a view to performing socio-religious rites of the Rabhas Sri 

Bhattacharya also invited two Brahmins named Hridinath Deb Sharma and Mohit 

Kumar Dev Sharma and two barbers called Ghanashyam Shil and Nidhiram Shil 

from Assam. In 1957, the Rajbanshis also encouraged the Rabhas to become 

Kshatriya and assured them treating as Kshatriya. 

The Rabha had founded an organization named ‘Rabha Hajong Dabi 

Samity’ which gave importance on the Autonomous Government and they had 

obtained it from the Assam Government in the year of 1995. But it failed to fulfil 

their hopes and aspirations. Till now they are trying a preparation to satisfy their 

long cherished expectations.25   

Chain 

There is no historical evidence or any dependable information about the 

earlier history of Chain caste. Only it is known from District Gazetteers that there 

was the existence of this caste at the Santal Pargana of Bihar, Rajshahi of 

Bangladesh and Maldah, Murshidabad districts of West Bengal. But it can not be 

anticipated what was the origin of this caste and where their original home was.  

According to Dr.P. Mitra’s census report, “Another interesting Mandal 

caste is the chain Mandal who are found in the west of the Maldah district. Their 

most remarkable peculiarity is that they will never touch a chain. (This had, of 

course no connection with the name of the caste). No one could say what was the 

origin of this custom, but it probably goes back to pristine days .The chain 

Mandal, would not even draw water from a well if a chain is attached to the 

bucket.”26   

According to this report, it is known about their existence and number 

except their origin. At present the number of this type of people in Malda and 

Murshidabad is above lakhs.27  

The chain was the victim of social injustice. Their status was low and they 

had been neglected year after year. In course of time they became conscious of 
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their social backwardness and wanted to develop their social status .In order to 

secure their objective the Chain community of Maldah under the leadership of Shri 

Radhikanath Das organized a Pak-Indian Chain–Vaishya Conference at 

Khasmahal village of Panchanandapur in Maldah. The conference was 

commenced in the year of 1942.28 

Many delegates of Chain caste from different districts of Bihar, 

Murshidabad, Rajshahi and Jashahor etc. had participated in this conference. An 

important discussion was continued about the origin of the Chain caste at this 

conference. According to their matrimonial rules, some persons said that the Chain 

caste was Kshatriya and another told that the main occupation of the Chain caste 

was agriculture-based trade. So they were Vaishya. There was no solution of this 

question at the Conference. It can be anticipated that they had raised their 

agreement in order to ameliorate their position from Sudra stage.29 

 ‘Chain Samaj Unnayan Samity’ was founded with a view to improving 

their social economic and cultural life. The samity started the movement in this 

respect. But the wave of the movement only had Murshidabad district although 

there was no demand of them to include them into the list of Scheduled Caste. No 

leader of Maldah participated in the movement which had started in1960. The 

Samiti was active in the year of 1970-71. From 1980, the Chain Samaj Unnayan 

Samity was again registered under the leadership of Sri Tulsi Charan Mandal and 

the movement including the Chain caste to the list of Scheduled Caste gathered 

momentum. It is interesting to note that this movement widely spread in Maldah 

district.30  

T A S O
 

             The undivided Dinajpur district was under Rajshahi Commissioner of the 

province of East Bengal and Assam before the partition. Its area was 3,946 square 

miles and the population of this district according to the Census Report of 1911 

was 1,68,7,863. Dinajpur the chief town was the head quarter of this district. The 

other two Sub-divisions of this district were Balurghat and Thakurgaon. When in 

1947 Bengal was divided, Dinajpur district was also divided. Its western portion 
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came under west Bengal. A new district was established called West Dinajpur 

Balurghat was known as its head quarter. Owing to the partition, North Bengal 

was delinked with South Bengal because there was no direct road and railway 

connection between North Bengal and South Bengal.31   

              At that time, Dr. B.C. Roy, the then Chief Minister of West Bengal applied 

to the State Reorganization Commission that the frontiers of the Bengal should be 

extended including some parts of Bihar and Assam. Bihar preferred the creation of 

Uttar khand including five districts of North Bengal.32It is interesting to note that 

Uttar khand Dal was established on 5th July,1969. Uttar khand Dal was eager to 

demand a separate state annexing Coochbehar, Jalpaiguri, Darjeeling, West 

Dinajpur and Maldah.33 Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy demanded that the total 

population of Cooch-behar, Jalpaiguri, and Darjeeling district was twenty lakhs in 

number, Out of twenty lakhs the number of Nepali people was 1.35 lakh and 61% 

people spoke in Bengali language . Justice Fazal Ali –the chairman of the 

commission along with Dr. Hridya Nath Kunjuru and K.M. Pannikar-other two 

members of the commission ignored the claim of Bihar and took useful parts of 

area Purnea district for creating communication by road-link from North Bengal to 

South Bengal.34 

          According to the recommendation of the commission the present Islampur 

Sub-division was transferred from Purnea to West Bengal on 01.01.1956 and at 

first this transferred area was included with Darjeeling district.35 But on 02.11.56 

this area was assimilated with West Dinajpur.36 The inclusion of Islampur area 

with Darjeeling district may irritate the hill people. Besides this, the district head-

quarter’s distance was not close to Islampur. Thinking all these, the commission 

wanted to merge Islampur area with West Dinajpur. It was also under the kind 

consideration of the commission that both the people of the transferred area and 

the people of West Dinajpur will enjoy linguistic and cultural homogeneity. Three 

years later Northern part of the Mahananda River was transferred to Darjeeling 

district.37 Due to the constant pressure of the tea garden owners this notification 

was probably made. The tea-garden owners of Bidhan Nagar got a chance of using 
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Darjeeling tea label due to this chance.38The following areas were transferred from 

Purnea district to West Bengal.39 

Revenue 

Thanas 

Name of the 

Police 

station. 

No. of 

village. 

Areas in square 

miles 
Population. 

Islampur  Thakurgaon 

Chopra 

Islampur 

    12 

  129 

  123 

        58 

      158 

      139 

14,359 

52,999 

59,652 

Kishanganj Kishanganj 

Goal Pokhor 

  285 

    95 

      180 

        73 

66,810 

36,028 

Gopalpur Karandighi   269       151 47,492 

    Total                                               913       959 2,77,288 

          The inclusion of Islampur Sub-division had extended the area of the newly 

founded West Dinajpur. The extended area was 2,052 square miles. According to 

the Census Report of 1961 the population of the district was 1,323,797.40Although 

the Bihar Government demanded that 906 villages had been transformed to West 

Bengal originally in 1961.41 

          The transfer of Islampur area from Purnea had adverse effect. After 

independence, the State Reorganization Committee visited at first to the Purnea 

district and the people of Purnea did not take Committee’s decision of transferring 

some parts of Purnea to West Bengal easily.42 The business community of Purnea 

and Kishanganj strongly opposed the matter of transferring Islampur to Bengal 

because they did not want to lose the Islampur Marketing treatment and other 

affairs. The matter of transfer was also vehemently opposed by Bar Council of 

Kisanganj and Purnea courts. The people of Islampur Sub-division had to depend 

very much for all sorts of legal affairs. Above all, Purnea, the district Headquarter 

was closer than Balurghat–the district Head quarter of West Dinajpur district. The 

educationally advanced section of people of Islampur was against the merger of 

Islampur Sub-division with West Bengal. They thought that they would be 

exploited by the Bengal intelligentsia in every sphere of life. More than one lakh 

people strongly opposed and gave demonstration to the State Organization 

Commission.43 Under the leadership of Sri Swadesh Sen and Sri Panchkari 
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Mandal only a few Bengali people claimed for the inclusion of Islampur with 

West Bengal, but the anti-transfer agitators prevented Sri Sen from appearing 

before the State Reorganization Commission.44  

            At last Islampur was merged with West Bengal despite the opposition of a 

large number of people. But it created social tension. The implementation of West 

Bengal Land Reforms Act, 1955 in the transferred areas caused a major problem. 

All documents regarding lands of the transferred area has not yet reached the West 

Dinajpur Land Reforms Office. Consequently, the land survey which was done by 

the Sub-divisional land reforms office in 1964 remained full of defects. So a major 

problem was created to introduce land reforms in Islampur Sub-division. The then 

Bihar Government had distributed nine acres of land to many people belonging 

tribal and backward communities in order to reclaim waste land under the section 

4,of Bihar waste land reclamation Act, 1951. Later the Bihar Government  had 

recorded the lands of those beneficiaries. 

             On the other hand, the West Bengal Government wanted to vest lands and 

collect patta on one acre of land to each of those land owners without abolishing 

Bihar waste land Reclamation Act officially. Kutai Sing–a man of Gunabari 

mouza under Islampur police station had requested earnestly the High Court 

against the vesting orders. The High Court restricted the Government from vesting 

that lands.45On the other side, left-peasant organizations claimed for vesting those 

lands when the West Bengal Government vested the land of intermediary ryots, 

the problem was created. Owing to these problems Panjipara B. L.&L.R.O  office 

had to adjourn the operation Barga.46 

           Most of the cultivable lands of the refugees of SriKrishnapur Colony had 

come with Bihar after demarcation of the boundary between Bihar and Bengal. 

The Bihar Government allotted those lands to the tribals of Bihar after transfer of 

Islampur. Consequently, a tension arose between the tribal and the refugees of Sri 

Krishnapur colony. When the matter was raised in the parliament, the Home 

Department of Bihar investigated the issue and said that those areas of land had 

already been returned to 580 refugee families, but the original fact was that no 

refugee families of Sri Krishnapur colony had yet received any land.47  
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            During the period of Bangladesh Independence movement a large number 

of Hindus from East Bengal migrated to Islampur Sub-division. They had 

possessed by force not only the vested lands but also the retained lands of the 

joteders. In this context an enquiry commission was formed to investigate the 

matter. After a long investigation the commission suggested that the migrants had 

illegally occupied only 25% to 30% retained land of the Joteders. The commission 

also suggested that the Joteders should be compensated sufficiently. There was 

about 600 acres of such land in Gaisal colony under Islampur thana. Consequently 

there was no possibility of the government either to give allotment of pattas or to 

collect rent from the Joteders, because most of the Joteders were Muslims and land 

disputes turned into communal violence.48               

          Taking advantage of this chaotic condition in land scenario a section of 

wealthy persons had occupied agricultural, tribal and vested land for the tea-

planting purpose. Thus about 2005 tea- gardens out of which only 449 tea-gardens 

had “no objection certificate” 24367.92 hectors of vest lands and 795.13 hectors of 

tribal land came under the occupation of the tea-planters.49 Even the Teesta Project 

also came under the grip of the Tea-planters. In this context it can be noted that 

most of the land of the Jotders had been sold by the tea-planters in the real sense 

of the term. The tribal and other backward communities possessed these plots 

land.50As a result a large number of tribal people were evicted, which had also 

created socio-economic problem.  

          According to the Census of 1961 there were maximum numbers of Urdu-

speaking people in Islampur sub-division. They were majority in Blocks Goal-

Pokhor, Islampur and Chopra. Urdu is the second language in Bihar. But in Bengal 

Urdu was not regarded as official language. So the Urdu speaking students of this 

sub-division had to face a host of problems in Higher education and other side.51 

In this connection it is interesting to note that Urdu–Hindi Bhasa Community is 

claiming for declaration of Urdu as second language for Islampur Sub-division.52 

If it is compared to other parts of present Uttar Dinajpur district, it can be said that 

the rate of literacy of Islampur is very poor. The literacy rate of Islampur Sub-

division is only 38.5%. On the other hand, this rate is 58% in Raiganj Sub-
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division. In Goal-pokhar this percentage among women is only 19.8%, which is 

the poorest percentage in Uttar Dinajpur district.53  

           Under this atmosphere Transferred Area Suryapur Organization was 

formed. Its president was Dr. Chitta Ranjan Sinha and Secretary was Golam 

Hamid. About 1,300 members belong to Taso. Among them 88% are Muslims, 

10% Rajbanshis and 2% of backward communities. Taso’s main aim is to put in 

practice the recommendations of the State Reorganization Commission.54 During 

the period of transfer the State Reorganization Commission had suggested that the 

Government of West Bengal should maintain the linguistic and cultural 

homogeneity of the transferred area. Side by side, the Government should also set-

aside further rehabilitation of the migrants from East Bengal in the transferred 

area.55 

          In order to keep linguistic and cultural homogeneity of the transferred area 

TASO is claiming that Islampur should be announced as a separate district and the 

total Sub-division should be taken under one parliamentary constituency. 

Formation of Islampur parliamentary Constituency will co-operate fully to state 

the problems of transferred area in the parliament and at the same time M.P fund 

could be properly used for the welfare of Islampur Sub-division.56  

          In the educational view point TASO is demanding for the implementation of 

local Kamata, Urdu and Hindi languages at the primary level. State 

Reorganization Commission has also suggested that the mother language should 

be the medium of instruction at the lower primary level.57 TASO is also 

demanding that every school should have one Hindi and one Urdu teacher in this 

Islampur Sub-division. TASO also claims that all vested and tribal lands should be 

recovered by the Government which was illegally occupied by the tea-planters. 

But this does not mean that TASO is against the establishment of Tea-gardens. 

Originally, objection to the establishment of tea gardens was made by the 

outsiders. TASO is not in favour of the implementation of West Bengal Land 

Reforms Act,1955 for fulfilling the interests of the local Joteders and intermediary 

ryots.58  
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           Taso’s main activity is based on two points mainly. Firstly it is demanding 

O.B.C Certificate for all Nasya Sheik and Shersabadi Musalmans of Islampur Sub-

division. Secondly, total Islampur Sub-division is about 22 kilometers away from 

the Bangladesh border. The district and Sub-divisional administration had 

adjourned the distribution of new Ration Cards for reasons well-known to them. 

But, owing to constant pressure and agitation of TASO the administration had 

taken an endeavor to give new Ration Cards to legal Indian citizens. These two 

activities have strengthened the mass base of TASO. It had made its relation 

deeply with UTJAS UTTAR BANGA YATTA SHASHAN MANCHA, 

SAMAJBADI JANA PARISHAD, C.P.I.M.L and JHARKHAND SANGARSHA 

SAMITY. TASO is also demanding an autonomous council for the development 

of North Bengal.59 

           TASo’s mass base is situated only in Goal pokhar-1, Islampur and Chopra 

Blocks, where the number of Urdu-speaking people is comparatively high. TASO 

is also taking part in general election to propagate its demand among the people. 

TASO’s movement has been successful in obtaining O.B.C certificate for the 

NASYA Muslims and issuing of Ration Cards among the genuine Indian citizens, 

which have extended its mass base. It’s another achievement is the introduction of 

Urdu Honours in Islampur College. TASO is also claiming for supplying Urdu 

text books in the non-formal schools. Simultaneously, TASO is acting as a link 

between the other Sub-regional movements of North Bengal and the Sons of the 

Soil of Islampur.60 
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